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On this Monday afternoon we made bottles of Hope for a hospital with cancer patients with
the other volunteers from the Youth center. It was easy, just had to put some colored
plasticine together, maybe even combine it with a symbolical sign for the patients to get
better, to show that we care and to make them smile…

Also this month started with ‘first times’ in Slovenia…
I started going on Slovenian language classes (1,2,3 GREMO),
I was taken skiing to Rogla with the boss and his family,

..and I've been taken to the 3D cinema in Celje to watch Avatar and Alice in Wonderland,
also I went juggling which I thought will be my hobby in some way, but it didn’t work out
because there’s nobody there who can teach me what am looking for, but I’ll try it another
way, and they are pretty talented by the way…

(: thnx thnx evrone, it was nice experiencing all the new things, in a new place with all the
new people.

13.03.2010. Metal concert
Not much to say here,, it was real METAL!
I didn’t see anything like that in Serbia, I had fun watching all those head banging dudes \m/

13.03.2010. Ljubljana izlet (Metelkova Mesto, Ljubljanski grad)
I went up to the castle, unfortunately it was not a sunny day, so this was the view

On the other hand I liked the trip to an alternative-artistic gathering place called Metelkova.
Which is an autonomous social centre in the centre of Ljubljana, Slovenia. It is located on the
site of former military barracks (the Slovenian headquarters of the Yugoslav National Army)
and was squatted September 1993. The site consists of seven buildings and was 12,500 m².
The name of the squat comes from the surname of the 19th century Slovenian Roman
Catholic priest, philologist and unsuccessful language reformer Fran Metelko, after whom
the nearby street is named.

I got a tour around the place with a girl who has a workplace there, she seemed really
passionate by the Metelkova Mesto, which she called her second home, or everybody’s
home. She had all the answers for my questions... There are many locals ( for lesbians,
juggling, handmade jewelry and clothes, exhibitions .. ), with all kinds of music taste Free
Jazz, Heavy metal , Punk, from Noise to Dub and Techno.. after peeking into everywhere, I

decided I want to return for some concert on the weekend, when its full off weird people (:
nice nice

27.03.2010. Ljubljana again but this was an official trip now.
The first part of the trip was to a town called Bistra, to a Technical Museum, which was
formerly a monastery. We saw machines, textile engineering, transport ( some old cars, and
Tito’s cars as well ) , forestry, wood processing, electrical engineering ( Nikola Tesla’s
inventions ), hunting, fishing and printing, water powered mills..etc.

The second part was a little bit of science, with the bright and clever minds of Slovenija, in
the Institut Jožef Štefan, which is the leading Slovenian scientific research institute.
Alot of nerdy stuff going on there in those buildings which i didnt quite get( natural sciences,
life sciences and engineering, communication and computer technologies, knowledge
technologies, biotechnologies, new materials, environmental technologies,
nanotechnologies, and nuclear engineering ), but even if it would not be on slovenian
language i wouldn’t :D.. but i think, i did a good impression of a slovenian, i was acting like i
understand :D
I liked robotica the most..

.

